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Introduction
"Don't put all your eggs in one basket."
We all must have heard this quote. This is a piece of advice which means that we
should never put all our money or resources into one thing but diversify our
investment instead. This is where the Edelweis Coin comes as an investment coin
that included various kinds of investment to make people easier to diversify their
investment.
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About Coin

Named Edelweis Coin (EDEL) inspired by Edelweis flowers that do not wilt easily
and can bloom for up to 10 years. It is a mountain flower that prefers rocky places
at about 1800-3000 meters altitude.
Related with the name, our goals was to create an investment coin that aims for
longterm investment, which is can give benefit from the reward and also liquidity of
the coin.
Edelweis Coin project launched on July, 2022 is a Proof of Stake and Masternode
Coin. Having a real use case, risk management and longterm plan make us
confidence that this project can attract more users.
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Main Aims
To be a decentralized cryptocurrency mixed with investment program, providing
convinience in diversifying, make the project even more valuable with increasing
time.

Use Case
Edelweis Coin (EDEL) is an investment coin, it is a investment tool, by having
EDEL it means we have invested in a variety of investment form.
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Features and Benefit
Having 3 Portofolio Investment, allocate the fund into 3 kind of market and
profits of the investment could be used for the buybacks program. With
experienced Fund Manager who can asses valuable companies, markets to
be entered, and a brokerage team who know how to dance in the market.
Masternode and Staking reward, giving all user reward from masternoding
and staking the coin so user can sell the rewards without losing the main
coin.
Buybacks Program, allocating the profit of the investment to buybacks the
coin to maintain the stability and liquidity of the project.
Market Liquiduty, allows all user to sell their coin anytime they want to.
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